


The Club

Machynys is proud to boast the first Nicklaus designed golf 

course in Wales, with a modern contemporary clubhouse 

housing Fredricks Restaurant, Monks Spa and The Golf Centre 

– Trackman driving range. 

A challenging 7,121 yard modern links style golf course with 

USGA spec greens. Machynys is the youngest course to be 

awarded an R&A Championship. 

Machynys has recently achieved the status of a GEO certified 

venue, the most widely regarded and credible sustainability 

distinction in golf. Demonstrating our commitment and best 

practices across our golfing facility for a sustainable future.



Assistant Golf Professional

It’s essential that the quality of the member and visitor experience is of the highest standard and 

equivalent to, or better than, the finest golf clubs in the UK. The responsibilities and characteristics 

of the role of Assistant Golf Professional, will include, but are not limited to, the following:

Main Duties and Responsibilities:

•Provide exceptional customer service, fostering positive relationships with members and visitors

•Learn and apply effective club fitting and repairs techniques.

•To implement the Club’s Retail and Shop strategy to hit service and financial targets.

•To be able to take bookings for multiple services such as tee times, custom fittings etc

•Contribute to the organisation and execution of golf events and tournaments.

•Work with Golf Management to support the Club’s Digital, Media and Marketing strategies

•Use initiatives to maximise sales and revenues at both Pro Shop & Golf Centre 

•To take the lead on day-to-day merchandising of stock 

•Assisting stock control for both Pro Shop & Golf Centre

•Complete all SOP’s across the Golf Department efficiently and professionally 

•General admin tasks, including answering the phone, Resort cleanliness and Golf Services

Knowledge and Skills Required:

•Excellent interpersonal, communication and customer service skills.

•Enrolled on or planning to enrol on the PGA Foundation Degree.

•Strong passion for golf and a desire to pursue a career in the industry.

•Customer service-oriented with a positive attitude.

•Ability to work collaboratively in a team environment.

•Excellent IT Skills 

•A good understanding of golf competitions and golf equipment.



Renumeration

Benefits:

•The applicant will have the opportunity to develop and progress their career 

under the guidance of four experienced PGA Professionals and CMAE 

industry professionals.

•Exposure to a dynamic and supportive work environment.

•Work across the golf environment gaining the skills necessary for career 

progression.

•Includes Resort Membership

•Staff uniform provided

•An opportunity to build a coaching client base if registered with PGA.

Contract: This is full time position, and flexible working hours are required 

including both weekends and Bank Holidays. 

How to Apply:

If you are enthusiastic about golf, committed to personal growth and ready to 

contribute to the success of Machynys Peninsula Golf & Premier Soa, please 

submit your CV and cover letter to info@machynys.com Please include 

”Assistant PGA Professional" in the subject line.
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